Effects of Organic Solvents on Protein Structures: Observation of a Structured Helical Core in Hen Egg-White Lysozyme in Aqueous Dimethylsulfoxide
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ABSTRACT
A partly folded state of hen egg-white lysozyme has been characterized in 50% DMSO. Low concentrations of DMSO (<10%) have little effect on the overall folded conformation of lysozyme as seen from 1H NMR chemical shift dispersion. At increasing DMSO concentrations (>10%) a cooperative transition of the structure to a new, partially folded state is observed. This transition is essentially complete by ~50% DMSO. NMR studies show an overall decrease in chemical shift dispersion with marked broadening of many resonances. A substantial number of backbone and side chain–side chain NOEs suggests the presence of secondary and tertiary interactions in the intermediate state. Tertiary organization of the aromatic residues is also demonstrated by enhanced near-UV circular dichroism and limited exposure of tryptophans as monitored by iodide quenching of fluorescence. The intermediate state exhibits enhanced binding to hydrophobic dyes. Further, the structural transition from this state to a largely unfolded conformation is cooperative. H/D exchange rates of several amide protons and four indole protons of tryptophans (W28, W108, W111, and W123), measured by refolding from 50% DMSO at different time intervals reveal that protection factors are high for the helical domain, whereas NH groups in the triple stranded anti-parallel β-sheet domain are largely solvent-exposed. An ordered hydrophobic core in the intermediate state comprising of helix A, helix B, and helix D is consistent with the high protection factors observed. The structured intermediate in 50% DMSO resembles the early kinetic intermediate observed in the refolding of hen egg white lysozyme, as well as a molten globule state of equine lysozyme at low pH. The results demonstrate the potential use of non-aqueous structure perturbing solvents like DMSO to stabilize partially folded conformations of proteins. Proteins 29:492–507, 1997.
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INTRODUCTION
The mechanism by which an unstructured polypeptide chain folds efficiently and rapidly into a unique three-dimensional conformation from a very large conformational space available to it within a very short period of time is a central problem in structural biology.1 It is now clear that folding of many proteins occur through a limited number of partially folded intermediate species.2–4 The detailed structural characterization of such intermediates should provide valuable insights into mechanisms underlying protein folding processes.5,6 Although structural information on these metastable species are inherently difficult to obtain directly, because of the high cooperativity in the folding transition,7 techniques have been developed to trap kinetic intermediates.8–10 However, results obtained from such studies pose difficulties in interpretation because of the existence of multiple conformations in the unfolded state and effect of final refolding conditions.11,12 Consequently, attention has recently turned toward characterizing partially folded states of proteins at equilibrium. It has become evident that the nature and the degree of the structural organization present under equilibrium conditions span the range from largely disordered states to substantially ordered states, depending on the experimental conditions used to unfold or denature proteins.13–16 These studies have suggested that unfolding can be induced in a controlled manner, thus providing potential opportunities to study folding intermediates and, thereby, glean knowledge of the folding behavior, structural interactions, and stability of proteins. The stabilization of equilibrium intermediate states has been achieved in some cases by site-specific mutagenesis.17–19 We have been exploring the possibility of generating stable, structured intermediates in aqueous organic solvents. Indeed, “solvent engineering” has been suggested as
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a potential approach to modulate protein structures and properties.20

The folding of hen egg-white lysozyme, and its structurally homologous milk-derived protein α-lactalbumin have been extensively studied. Stable and compact denatured equilibrium states ("molten globule" states) have been obtained in various classical denaturing conditions (low pH, GuHCl, moderately high temperature) for α-lactalbumin.14,21 By contrast, the unfolding of lysozyme is highly cooperative without any stable intermediates under similar denaturing conditions.21,22 However, the transiently populated intermediate of lysozyme obtained in kinetic trapping experiments resembles the equilibrium molten globule state of α-lactalbumin.23–25 Recently, nonaqueous solvents have been used as denaturants.26–29 In all the above studies, short-chain alcohols (methanol, ethanol, trifluoroethanol [TFE]) have been used as denaturants, which is of some concern in view of the structure-stabilizing properties of the alcohols, in particular, TFE.30–33 Such solvents not only stabilize nativelike secondary structures,30,34 but also transform other structural elements to nonnative structures.27,35–38 These considerations stress the need to identify alternate solvent systems that do not induce or stabilize structural elements.

Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) is known to be a strong structure perturbing agent for proteins and peptides.39,40 The denaturant property of DMSO could be attributed to the strong H-bond accepting property of the sulfoxide, whereas two methyl groups presumably interact with the hydrophobic residues of proteins.41,42 DMSO could be a denaturant of choice, since many proteins are completely soluble in pure DMSO.39,43 A highly unfolded state of hen lysozyme had been reported in 100% DMSO.44,45 A low-resolution infrared (IR), optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) study had indicated a structured species of lysozyme at DMSO/H2O mixtures.46 The present study provides a detailed structural characterization of a highly ordered intermediate state of hen lysozyme in 50% DMSO/H2O by circular dichroism (CD), fluorescence, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and H/D exchange techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Hen egg-white lysozyme, deuterated solvents used for NMR experiments were from Sigma Chemical Co. All other chemicals were at least of analytical grade.

Circular Dichroism Experiments

CD measurements were carried out on a Jasco J-500 spectropolarimeter. A 5-mm quartz cell was used for near-ultraviolet (UV) CD experiments. The concentration of lysozyme was 60 μM for all the CD measurements. The pH of the samples were adjusted to a nominal value of 3.0 after addition of DMSO.

Fluorescence Experiments

Fluorescence quenching experiments were done in a Hitachi fluorimeter. The excitation wavelength for tryptophan were fixed to 295 nm with a band pass of 5 nm. The concentrations of lysozyme was 10 μM. Different aliquots of NaI were added from a concentrated stock (8 M).

A modified Stern-Volmer equation,53

$$\frac{F_0}{\Delta F} = \frac{1}{[Q]f_aK_f} + \frac{1}{f_o}$$

where [Q] is NaI concentration, F0 is fluorescence in the absence of quencher, ΔF is the change in fluorescence, fa is the "effective" maximum accessible fluorescence, and Kf is the "effective" quenching constant, was used to analyze the fluorescence quenching data, providing estimates of Kf and fo, respectively.53

1H NMR Spectroscopy

1H NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker AMX-400 spectrometer (400 MHz) equipped with an Aspect 3000 computer. A low-power (55 dB) irradiation was applied during the relaxation delay to presaturate the water signal. Sodium 3-(trimethylsilyl)proponate-d4 (TSP) was used as internal standard. The pH of each sample was adjusted to 3.0 (uncorrected for isotope effects or for effects of mixed DMSO/H2O solvents). Protein concentrations used for NMR studies were in the range of 2–6 mM. One-dimensional NMR spectra of lysozyme in the presence of 50% DMSO show no concentration dependence. Thermal unfolding of lysozyme in 50% DMSO was studied by recording sets of one-dimensional spectra at various temperatures. Lysozyme with deuterated amide protons was prepared by dissolving the samples in D2O at pH 3, heating to 80°C for 30 minutes followed by lyophilization.

All two-dimensional high-resolution NOESY and dQF-COSY spectra were collected using time-proportional phase increment methods. All NOESY spectra were collected with mixing time of 200 ms with 64–72 scans. In all experiments, the relaxation delay was set to 1.5–2 seconds. Spectral width (6500–7000 Hz) were identical in both dimensions. All two-dimensional data were zero filled to 1024 points in both dimensions and multiplied by a π/8 or π/16 shifted sine bell functions prior to Fourier transformation.

Refolding Experiments

Amide 1H exchange experiments were performed with lysozyme in 50% DMSO/50% D2O at 12 different time points ranging from 5 minutes to 24 hours, pH 3.0 at 20°C. Refolding was initiated by eightfold dilution with D2O, pH 3, followed by immediate lyophilization to retard deuterium replacement of the slow-exchanging amide protons;28 these samples
were then redissolved to a final concentration of 6 mM in D2O, pH 3.0 and phase-sensitive qQF-COSY spectra were obtained at 25°C within 4 hours. Amide proton intensities were measured from absolute value of the cross-peaks using Bruker software. Intensities were scaled to COSY cross-peaks of the nonlabile aromatic protons. Amide proton occupancies were normalized to those measured for a sample of hen lysozyme freshly dissolved in D2O under identical conditions. Hydrogen exchange rates ($k_{ex}$) were fitted to a single-exponential decay equation. Intrinsic exchange rates ($k_{int}$) of the amide protons in a completely unfolded model of hen lysozyme were calculated taking into account near-neighbor effects, acid and water catalysis as recently been described by Bai et al. Protection factors ($k_{int}/k_{ex}$) were calculated without considering the effect of DMSO.

**Binding of Hydrophobic Molecules to Lysozyme**

In order to examine the binding of hydrophobic molecules to the partially unfolded lysozyme in 50% DMSO, line-broadening experiments were performed by successively adding small aliquots of a stock solution of lysozyme (5 mM, pH 3) to 5-amino-8-naphthalene sulfonic acid (ANS) and 1-anilino-8-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS) 10 mM, pH 3, in D2O. Two-dimensional intermolecular transferred NOE experiments (TRNOE) were carried out using a mixture of 10 mM 5-amino-8-naphthalene sulfonic acid and 1 mM lysozyme in D2O at pH 3, with a mixing time of 200 ms at 27°C.

**RESULTS**

**Near-UV Circular Dichroism and Fluorescence Quenching**

Although secondary structural transitions are easily amenable to study by far-UV CD (190–250 nm), the high absorbance due to DMSO at low wavelengths preclude far-UV measurements. CD experiments were therefore carried out only in the 270- to 310-nm range, allowing tertiary structural perturbations to be probed. The near-UV CD spectra of lysozyme at three different DMSO concentrations are shown in Figure 1. The CD signals at 287 and 291 nm of the native lysozyme are attributable to transitions of the tryptophan residues. A substantial increase in the CD signal occurs in 50% DMSO, with concomitant blue shift of the 287-nm CD band, which clearly indicates sequestering of the tryptophan(s) to a more structured environment with a consequence of motional restriction. The blue shift of the 287-nm band suggests the environment of a group of tryptophan residues are more affected compared to those responsible for 291-nm CD signal. The intensity of the 291-nm band, however, is enhanced without any shift of the band position.

Similar enhancements of near-UV CD ellipticities and a blue shift in emission maxima of the tryptophan residues have been reported for a molten globule-like state of a homologous protein apoenzyme lysozyme in GuHCl and also during its thermal unfolding. It has also been reported that the tryptophan residues of thermally denatured lysozyme show reduced accessibility toward flavin dyes in dynamic nuclear polarization experiments. At higher DMSO concentrations ~70% there is complete loss of near-UV CD signal due to unfolding of the protein structure. Titration of lysozyme with different DMSO concentrations indicates a broad structural transition around 20–25% DMSO, which is essentially complete by 50% DMSO (Fig. 1, inset). The small increase in ellipticity at low concentrations of DMSO may be a consequence of preferential binding of the organic cosolvent near the active site of lysozyme, which contains two exposed tryptophan residues. This conjecture is also supported by changes in chemical shifts of the active site tryptophan residues at low concentration of DMSO in NMR studies (see below). A second sharp transition occurs at DMSO concentrations ~50% to achieve a largely unfolded state.

The surface accessibility of tryptophan residues are probed by NaI quenching experiments. The quenching behavior of lysozyme is shown in Figure 2 at three different conditions. The native state of lysozyme experiences some quenching due to the two solvent-exposed active site tryptophan residues (W62, W63), which is in accord with the previous results. All the six tryptophan residues are equally quenched, suggesting a complete exposure in the unfolded state at 6 M GuHCl. On the other hand, the modified Stern-Volmer plot in 50% DMSO indeed indicates that the tryptophans are less accessible to quencher as compared to native lysozyme and the highly denatured state at 6 M GuHCl. The "effective" fractional maximum accessible fluorescence ($f_a$) and the...
"effective" quenching constant ($K_Q$) are estimated to be, 0.66 and 25 M$^{-1}$ in the native state of lysozyme, 0.50 and 15 M$^{-1}$ in the 50% DMSO state and 1.1, 3.0 M$^{-1}$ in the unfolded state at 6 M GuHCl, respectively. The values obtained for the native and unfolded state in 6 M GuHCl of, lysozyme are in good agreement with the earlier results with the exception of $K_Q$ for native lysozyme which is higher as compared to previous published value. Since the $K_Q$ is highly sensitive to the experimental conditions, this discrepancy may be attributed to the different salt concentrations used in the two studies. Taken together, these results indicate a more structured environment of the tryptophan residues in the 50% DMSO state of lysozyme.

NMR Studies

Chemical shift dispersion of lysozyme

Figure 3 compares the chemical shift dispersion of the three different states of lysozyme: (a) D$_2$O (native state), (b) 50% DMSO, and (c) 80% DMSO. The native state lysozyme spectrum (Fig. 3a) is characteristic of a completely folded protein with wide chemical shift dispersion and many strongly hydrogen bonded amide resonances in the region of 7.8 ppm to 9.3 ppm. In addition, the spectrum shows many resonances with characteristic chemical shift that are clearly isolated and well demarcated from the broad envelopes. The most upfield-shifted resonances are from the side chains of aliphatic residues due to their susceptibility to ring current effects of the nearby aromatic residues. The two upfield-shifted aromatic ring proton resonances, W28 C$_5$H (6.29 ppm) and W108 C$_5$H (6.50 ppm) as well as the C$_2$H proton of H15 and the relatively downfield-shifted C$_4$H resonance of C64 (see Fig. 2). Modified Stern-Volmer plot of the quenching of tryptophan fluorescence of lysozyme in three different structural states by iodide. NaI concentrations ranged from 0.019 to 0.20 M.

Fig. 3. Proton NMR spectra (400 MHz) of hen egg white lysozyme. a: D$_2$O, native state. b: 50% DMSO-D$_2$O. c: 80% DMSO-D$_2$O. Specific resonances that serve as probes of structure are marked in the native state spectrum.

The partially folded state in 50% DMSO

The overall chemical shift dispersion in the one-dimensional $^1$H NMR spectrum of lysozyme in 50% DMSO at pH 3, (Fig. 3b) is reduced compared to the native state with broadening of many of the resonances, particularly those of the C$_5$H protons of W28 and W108, the C$_4$H of H15 and the C$_4$H of C64 (see Fig. 5). However, the observation of high field aliphatic proton resonances suggests persistence of ring current effects in the 50% DMSO state. These resonances broaden and move downfield compared to the native state, a feature particularly notable for the M105 C$_6$H, CH$_3$ (−0.97 and 0 ppm, respectively in native lysozyme) and L8 C$_3$H$_3$ (−0.05 ppm in
native lysozyme) protons. The resonances in the region of 8.0–9.0 ppm, arising from the solvent shielded amide protons show a dramatic decrease in intensity (Fig. 3b). A similar pattern of line-broadening of side chain resonances has been observed in the molten globule state of a-lactalbumin and partially folded state of apoaequorin lysozyme, and attributed to the conformational exchange process occurring between different populations in the intermediate time scale (10^2–10^3 s^-1). The dispersion of the C=H resonances are also reduced compared to the native structure (Fig. 3b), but the resonances are far from the expected values for residues in a random-coil polypeptide chain. An analysis of COSY spectra in 50% DMSO shows that most of the C=H resonances are distributed in the range of 4.8 ppm to 3.6 ppm (data not shown). The predominantly upfield position (4.45–3.88 ppm) relative to the random coil values (4.63–4.11 ppm) is suggestive of the presence of residual a-helical secondary structure in lysozyme in 50% DMSO; the relative paucity of C=H resonances shifted downfield (5.10–4.47 ppm) from the random coil values suggests the probable absence of well-defined b-sheet structure in lysozyme in 50% DMSO.

The unfolded state in 80% DMSO

In 80% DMSO the chemical shift dispersion is reduced further compared to that in 50% DMSO (Fig. 3c). All the ring current-affected aliphatic proton resonances are shifted downfield toward the typical random coil values. The chemical shift dispersion of the 129 C=H protons are diminished to 0.8 ppm and that of the amide protons, to 0.7 ppm in 80% DMSO/20% H2O (data not shown). Almost all the amide protons exchange completely in D2O suggesting a “floppy structure” held by four disulfide bonds. However, the presence of few NH/NH NOEs in the two-dimensional NOESY spectra (Fig. 6b) indeed suggests that some local structural interactions are still present in the unfolded protein. Earlier studies have shown that lysozyme is highly unfolded when dissolved in neat DMSO with all the disulfide bonds reduced. The sidechain resonances are sharper (Fig. 3c) compared to either native or the 50% DMSO state, which is probably a consequence of greater conformational flexibility in the unfolded state.

Nature of denaturation induced by DMSO

Figure 4 shows the lowfield resonances in the one-dimensional NMR spectra of lysozyme in D2O at different DMSO concentrations. In the absence of DMSO, the spectrum recorded after 1 hour of exchange (bottom spectrum), three of the six indole NH protons are readily recognized by comparison with previously assigned spectra. These correspond to W123, W111, and W108; all of which are well separated from others and have slow exchange rate, thus serving as useful probes to monitor structural perturbations induced by DMSO. Several slowly exchanging backbone amide protons are also present. The indole proton resonances of W62 and W63, which are active site residues and solvent-exposed, exchange rapidly with D2O and are not observed. In the presence of 3–5% DMSO, the chemical shifts of most of the resonances are not perturbed, indicating that there is no overall change in the conformation of lysozyme. However, the indole proton resonances of W108 is shifted to lowfield. In DMSO titration experiments carried out in water (data not shown), the indole resonances of the solvent exposed residues W62 and W63, also move downfield. The downfield shift of the indole proton resonances from the active site tryptophan residues suggests a probable binding site of DMSO near the active site of the enzyme. Similar chemical shift differences of these resonances, observed in the presence of inhibitor (GlcNAc3) or urea and trifluoroethanol, have been attributed to the binding of inhibitor or denaturant molecules to the active side of lysozyme, in the native state. The binding of DMSO to the native state of lysozyme has also been demonstrated by soaking lysozyme crystals at 15% DMSO in a neutron diffraction experiments. The native state has been retained at 15% DMSO in crystals; however, in solution the native structure is substantially perturbed at the same concentration of DMSO. At higher concentrations of DMSO (~10% and above), broadening of many isolated resonances are observed (Figs. 3 and 4). Line-broadening is not a consequence of aggregation of protein molecules, since even at very low protein concentrations (0.1 mM) the linewidths are unchanged; (one-dimensional spectra obtained after accumulation for 8 hours). We chose two relatively sharp resonances (H15 C2H and C64 C=H) to represent residues in both structural domains of lysozyme, to monitor changes in these regions as a function of added denaturant concentration. It may be noted that there is no overall change in the linewidths of H15 C2H (6.5 Hz) and C64 C=H (12 Hz) in the native protein presumably as a consequence of greater mobility of the H15 side chain relative to the backbone. H15 is in the helical domain, whereas C64 is present in the junction between the b-sheet and a connecting long loop region. Figure 5 shows the changes in the line widths of H15 C2H and C64 C=H protons. At DMSO concentrations of <10%, linewidths are unaffected, while there is gradual broadening of both resonances in the range of 10–30%, with saturation being reached at higher concentrations. This suggests that the DMSO-induced denaturation of lysozyme is essentially a two-state transition, proceeding from the native to the partially unfolded state at 50% DMSO, with only the population of the unfolded species increasing without the appearance of further intermediate species.
Fig. 4. Lowfield region of 1-D $^1$H NMR spectra of hen egg white lysozyme in D$_2$O and DMSO-D$_2$O mixtures, pH 3, 298 K at increasing DMSO concentrations. Indole NH proton of W123, W111, and W108 are marked.
Thermal unfolding of the intermediate state of lysozyme in 50% DMSO

The thermal unfolding of the residual structure present in lysozyme in 50% DMSO has been carried out by one-dimensional $^1$H NMR at different temperatures (Fig. 6). With increase in temperature, there is overall sharpening of several resonances. Concomitantly, another set of resonances appear due to a population of unfolded structures. This is typified by the two sets of resonances for H15 C2H, arising due to interconversion between the structured DMSO state and the thermally unfolded state in slow exchange. The cooperative thermal unfolding of native lysozyme has also been characterized by a slow exchange between folded and unfolded species, typified by the doubling of the H15C2H resonance. The similarity in the thermal unfolding is probably a consequence of many nativelike interactions involved in stabilizing the intermediate state formed at 50% DMSO.

Hence disruption of the residual structure occurs in a cooperative way. However, the thermal stability of the intermediate state has been dramatically reduced with a $T_m$ of 50°C as compared to the native lysozyme ($T_m$ 77°C). Thermal melting monitored by near UV CD experiments also indicate a broadly cooperative loss of residual structure instead of a gradual loss (data not shown).

Evidence for secondary structural elements in lysozyme in 50% DMSO

Through space information from nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs) are extremely useful in identifying regular structural elements in the proteins. In this regard, the NH/NH NOEs in the NOESY spectra are of particular value in investigating the presence of secondary structure, either helices or turns in the structured DMSO intermediate of lysozyme. Figure 7 compares the NOESY spectra in the NH/NH region of the 50% DMSO state of lysozyme and the largely unfolded state in 100% DMSO. The wider chemical shift dispersion and the greater number of intense NOEs in the former are clearly apparent. Many of the NH/NH NOEs in 50% DMSO have intensities comparable to the short intraresidue NOEs from the aromatic ring protons. However, care
should be taken in interpreting the observed NH/NH NOEs alone, since short $d_{HN}$ distances are characteristic of helices, turns and also cross-strand interaction. The NH/NH NOEs are more intense and large in number than in C$\alpha$/NH NOEs (data not shown) indicative of persistent helical structure in the 50% DMSO state of lysozyme. The C$\alpha$/C$\alpha$ NOEs, which are diagnostic of the antiparallel $\beta$-sheet structure in native aqueous lysozyme, are not observed in the intermediate state of lysozyme, suggesting the preferential loss of $\beta$-sheet structures in 50% DMSO (spectra not shown).

Inter-sidechain interactions in the structured DMSO intermediate

Interside-chain interactions are of great importance in determining the tertiary fold of proteins. NOEs between aromatic ring protons and the side-chain protons of aliphatic residues offer a convenient means of studying tertiary interactions in proteins. Two-dimensional NOESY spectra showing NOE connectivities between the aromatic ring protons and the sidechain protons of the aliphatic residues of lysozyme in 100% D$_2$O and in 50% DMSO are shown in Figure 8. Some of the long-range NOEs are marked in the D$_2$O spectrum as obtained from the earlier assignment. The NOESY spectrum in 50% DMSO is devoid of these characteristic long-range NOEs, indicating the disruption of tertiary interactions typical of the native state. In 50% DMSO chemical shifts of some ring current-shifted methyl protons (M105 C$^\beta$H, L17 C$^\beta$H, I98 C$^g$H) are less perturbed, facilitating their assignments by comparison with the native state spectrum. However, the number of NOEs as well as the dispersion of chemical shifts are reduced in 50% DMSO. The preservation of a substantial number of NOEs between the side-chain protons indicates the persistence of some hydrophobic interactions. Some of these aliphatic resonances also show small upfield-shifts. This may imply a more structured environment in the vicinity of the aromatic residues that give rise to the ring currents. Notably, few new NOEs from W28 C$_5$H to some unassigned side-chain protons of aliphatic residues are also observed in the 50% DMSO state. This could be tentatively interpreted as a consequence of the local immobilization of the tryptophan residue in a new nonnative environment. This conclusion is consistent with the enhancement of near UV-CD ellipticities and restricted quenching of the tryptophan residues in the 50% DMSO state.

Binding of hydrophobic molecules to lysozyme in 50% DMSO

A concentration-dependent line broadening of the aromatic resonances of 5-amino-8-naphthalene sulfonic acid (ANS) as well as 1-anilino-8-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS) has been observed when titrated with lysozyme in 50% DMSO (Fig. 9). The proton resonances of the probes are broadened extensively as a result of binding to the structured intermediate state of lysozyme, whereas titration with native lysozyme does not cause any broadening effect (Fig. 9). However, in the case of ANS at low pH, the ANS–lysozyme complex precipitates. The hydrophobic environment of the binding site in the intermediate state of lysozyme in DMSO has been confirmed by observation of intermolecular NOEs from the ring

![Partial two-dimensional NOESY spectra (mixing time 200 ms, 310 K), NH/NH region of lysozyme. a: 50% DMSO/H$_2$O. b: 100% DMSO.](image)
protons of ANSA to the side-chain protons of the aliphatic residues of the protein (Fig. 10). The intramolecular NOEs in ANSA in the bound state are negative in sign, indicative of an increased rotational correlation time, confirming immobilization of the probe on binding to the protein (data not shown).

**Structural analysis of the structured intermediate state by H/D exchange**

H/D exchange experiments and protection factor measurement for amide protons are widely used to identify structurally well protected NH protons of the protein folding intermediates, either kinetic or...
equilibrium. The protection of amide protons against exchange with D$_2$O is a consequence of hydrogen bonding or due to steric barriers imposed by tertiary contacts or both. Therefore, the protection of NH protons either backbone amide protons or indole NH protons can provide evidence for persistent secondary structure as well as side chain–side chain interactions.

H/D exchange experiments were performed from the DMSO state of lysozyme at 12 different time points ranging from 3 minutes to 24 hours and the exchange rate of 50 amide protons and 4 indole protons (W$_{28}$, W$_{108}$, W$_{111}$, W$_{123}$) can be monitored under our experimental conditions. The effect of DMSO on the exchange rate of amide protons are not taken into consideration since, at low pH (pH ≤ 3.0) the effect of organic solvents on the intrinsic exchange of amide protons is negligible. Recently, the effect of DMSO on the exchange rate of amide protons had been investigated in monomeric melittin. This study showed even at 95% DMSO and at pH 3.0 the exchange rate was insignificantly affected, whereas effect was more predominant at higher pH values. In the H/D exchange experiments (see the Methods section) the spectral data were obtained in D$_2$O at pH 3.0, permitting the use of specific proton assignments made earlier by Redfield and Dobson.

Protection factors of the amide protons could be classified into two groups: significant protection is observed from the helical domain of the protein, whereas the triple stranded antiparallel β-sheet domain is least protected (Fig. 11). The four indole protons also exchange slowly with solvent. W$_{111}$ and W$_{28}$ indole protons are not completely exchanged even after 24 hours (Fig. 12). Only N$_{65}$, R$_{64}$, R$_{61}$, and N$_{46}$ show relatively high protection factors, for other amide protons of the β-sheet domain the protection factor was <10. The structural integrity of the helical domain in 50% DMSO appear to be maintained as evidenced by the high protection factor. By contrast, the β-sheet structural lobe appears predominantly disorganized. Four amide protons from the large loop (64–78) were also protected, with N$_{65}$ and C$_{76}$ having protection factors ~100. All the helices in the structured DMSO state of lysozyme are not protected to the same extent. Many residues from helix A (5–15), helix B (25–36), and helix D (109–115) have very high protection factors, ranging from 50 to 120. By contrast, only two amide protons from helix C (88–101) are considerably protected. The most noteworthy feature of the distribution of protection factors in the helical domain is, residues protected in the helices are not only contiguous in the linear sequence but the side chains of those residues form a "core cluster" in the native state structure of lysozyme (Fig. 13). This cluster comprises many aromatic (W$_{28}$, W$_{111}$, W$_{108}$, W$_{123}$, Y$_{23}$, F$_{34}$) and aliphatic residues and probably contributing largely to the stability of the structured intermediate by hydrophobic interaction (see Discussion section below).
DISCUSSION

The present study establishes that while lysozyme is largely unfolded in DMSO a structured intermediate state is formed in 5% DMSO as characterized by CD, fluorescence, NMR, and H/D exchange studies.

The partially folded state of lysozyme at 50% DMSO exhibits an enhanced near-UV CD, burial of the tryptophan residues to ionic quenchers, protection of indole NHs from solvent exchange, the presence of a hydrophobic core in the helical domain and many

Fig. 13. The native structure of hen lysozyme showing the structured core in the helical domain in 50% DMSO, which exhibits slow exchange of backbone amide protons. The four major \( \alpha \) helices are marked as A (5–15), B (25–36), C (88–101), and D (109–115). The figure has drawn by using the program MOLESCRIPT\textsuperscript{95} (Kraulis, 1991). The part of the loop connecting \( \beta \) strands is not shown.
strong NOEs between aromatic and aliphatic side chains. This partially folded state is quite similar to the molten globule state of a Ca\textsuperscript{2+} depleted equine apo-lysozyme, stabilized at low pH and low (5°C) or high (45°C) temperatures or in 2 M GuHCl\textsuperscript{50,52} and also resembles the molten globule states of interleukin 4,\textsuperscript{43} apomyoglobin,\textsuperscript{59,64} staphylococcal nuclease,\textsuperscript{65} and cytochrome C.\textsuperscript{66} These states contain somewhat more tertiary interactions, usually termed as "ordered" molten globule states, as compared to the molten globule states of \textalpha-lactalbumin. Further, these intermediate states generally display considerable structural heterogeneity, spanning from an ordered hydrophobic core to a more flexible core arrangement. Our results clearly indicate that compact denatured states induced by classical denaturants, can also be formed by changing solvent conditions, particularly in the presence of specific organic solvents like DMSO. Recently, a globular denatured state of cytochrome c has been reported in aqueous methanol solvent, which is analogous to the well-established molten globule state in usual denaturing conditions.\textsuperscript{67,68}

The structural transition induced by DMSO depends on solvent concentration. At low concentrations of DMSO (\(<8\%\)), the overall structure of the protein is preserved. At these low concentrations NMR data suggest "binding" of DMSO to regions, including the active site, as evident from the chemical shift perturbations of the indole protons in\textsuperscript{1H} NMR data suggesting ''binding'' of DMSO to regions, particularly in the presence of specific organic solvents like DMSO. Recently, a globular denatured state of cytochrome c has been reported in aqueous methanol solvent, which is analogous to the well-established molten globule state in usual denaturing conditions.\textsuperscript{67,68}

The structural transition induced by DMSO depends on solvent concentration. At low concentrations of DMSO (\(<8\%\)), the overall structure of the protein is preserved. At these low concentrations NMR data suggest "binding" of DMSO to regions, including the active site, as evident from the chemical shift perturbations of the indole protons in\textsuperscript{1H} NMR spectra (Fig. 4), concomitant with increases in ellipticities of near-UV CD bands (Fig. 1). These data are consistent with a recent report describing the lowering of surface tension at lysozyme–water interfaces at low DMSO concentrations, an observation that has been interpreted in terms of preferential binding of DMSO to lysozyme via hydrophobic interactions involving the two methyl groups of the solvent.\textsuperscript{69}

The \textsuperscript{1H} NMR spectra of lysozyme in 50% DMSO show a wider chemical shift dispersion than that observed for random coil polypeptides or the highly unfolded state obtained in 100% DMSO. However, the chemical shift dispersion is lower in the 50% DMSO state than in the native state (Fig. 3). The reduction in the chemical shift dispersion is commonly observed with partially unfolded states of many proteins, for example, acid and temperature denatured forms of \textalpha-lactalbumins,\textsuperscript{70–72} methanol denatured state of ubiquitin at low pH,\textsuperscript{73} acid denatured state of cytochrome c,\textsuperscript{73} 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol denatured state of hen egg white lysozyme\textsuperscript{89} and a partially denatured state of equine lysozyme\textsuperscript{59} suggesting a loss of native-like tertiary interactions in the partially melted structure.

NOEs between backbone protons are a sensitive probe of protein secondary structure.\textsuperscript{55} NOESY spectra of lysozyme at 50% DMSO show at least 30 strong NH/NH NOEs (Fig. 7) and few relatively weak C\textsuperscript{13}H/NH NOEs indicative of persistent helical or turn structures, while NOEs diagnostic of \beta sheets are largely absent.

The presence of many highfield methyl resonances and some intense interresidue NOEs between the aromatic ring protons and the side chains of aliphatic residues indicates many tertiary interactions persist in the DMSO state. However, presence of new NOEs from the W28 ring protons to the aliphatic residues, diminished exposure of tryptophans to iodide quenching and intense near-UV CD are also suggestive of tertiary interactions which could be of "nonnative."

The partially unfolded states of many proteins exhibit a strong affinity to fluorescent hydrophobic probe molecules such as ANS,\textsuperscript{74} a consequence of the exposure of the normally buried hydrophobic residues. The interaction of hydrophobic fluorescent probes is accompanied by intensity enhancement and spectral shifts in emission spectra due to changes in the polarity of the microenvironment of the probe. The low solvent polarity of 50% DMSO–H\textsubscript{2}O (E\textsubscript{T} 56)\textsuperscript{75} precludes the use of fluorescence spectroscopy to monitor probe binding, since intensity enhancements are not easily observable under such conditions as the quantum yield of free probe is very high. However, the interaction of the probe is amenable to analysis by NMR line-broadening as well as by observation of intermolecular NOEs from the probe to the partially folded protein (Figs. 9 and 10). The \textsuperscript{1H} NMR resonance lines of ANS and ANSA are broadened when titrated with the protein in 50% DMSO and intermolecular NOEs are observed from the aliphatic side chains of the protein to the ring protons of ANSA confirming apolar contacts. The binding of hydrophobic molecules to the 50% DMSO state of lysozyme suggests partial exposure of some hydrophobic residues reminiscent of the molten globule states of many proteins.

The measurement of protection factors from H/D exchange for as many as 55 protons in the intermediate state of lysozyme at 50% DMSO establishes that three of the four helices (A, B, and D) are largely intact, while little or no protection is observed from the short \beta-sheet structure (Fig. 11). The uniformly higher protection of the three \textalpha helices can be rationalized by a large retention of their native-like helical structure as well as persistent side-chain contacts between them. Since the residual structure was largely present in the helical domain, we concentrate on the structural organization of the helices in lysozyme structure. Among the four \textalpha helices, helix B is the most hydrophobic in sequence and many of its residues are deeply buried and exchange slowly in the native state.\textsuperscript{76} A large part of the hydrophobic core of protein is formed by the close packing of the side chains from helix A and helix D against helix B. Three of the tryptophan residues (W28, W108, and W111) are sequestered in this hydrophobic core.
along with other aromatic and aliphatic side chains. The indole protons as well as amide protons of the tryptophans exchange slowly in the native state as well as in the 50% DMSO state of lysozyme. The enhanced near-UV CD signal is also suggestive of a greater degree of immobilization of the side chains. The high degree of protection of many residues in helix A (L8, A10, A11, M12, K13), helix B (W28, V29, A32, F34, E35, S36), and helix D (W108, W111, C115), which are the key residues in the hydrophobic core, strongly suggests a persistent hydrophobic core in the intermediate state of lysozyme. Y23, which is present as a linker residue between helix A and helix B, was also protected, probably due to its aromatic interaction with the tryptophan residues in the slowly exchanging core (Fig. 13). On the other hand, many of the strongly protected amide protons (V92, A95, V99) from helix C have low protection factors in 50% DMSO, presumably due to fewer tertiary contacts. Nonpolar cores stabilized by secondary as well as tertiary interactions appear to be a common feature of many molten globule states and presumably play a dominant role in the stability of the partially folded protein. Local clustering of hydrophobic residues have also been identified in highly denatured states of proteins. Our results also suggest the role of apolar interactions in stabilization of partially folded states, more importantly, specific "nativelike interactions" between residues that are noncontiguous in the polypeptide chain. Hence formation of such nativelike hydrophobic cores would be an energetically highly favorable process due to sequestration of nonpolar residues from polar environments, reducing the search for alternative conformations with the concomitant secondary structure formation intrinsic to the amino acid sequence.

Kinetic intermediates in the folding pathway of hen lysozyme have been well characterized by different techniques. Equilibrium molten globule intermediates of homologous proteins α-lactalbumins and equine lysozyme have recently been characterized by NMR. It is therefore of interest to compare the intermediate DMSO state of lysozyme with its kinetic counterparts and the equilibrium intermediates of evolutionary related proteins obtained under classical denaturing conditions. The strikingly common structural features between the early kinetic intermediate and the DMSO state of lysozyme is the substantial protection of the helical domain in both, along with the formation of the "domain core." This is evident from the rapid protection of many core-forming residues as well as indole protons of tryptophans in the early phase of the folding pathway. Both the intermediates have some exposed nonpolar surface for the binding of hydrophobic probe molecules. However, there are some differences between the kinetic intermediates and the intermediate state of lysozyme in 50% DMSO. The helix C, which was marginally protected in DMSO, showed similar protection kinetics like the other three helices (A, B, and D) in the kinetic intermediate. The solvent exposure of the helix C in DMSO state can be attributed to its susceptibility to unfold in denaturing conditions, since the stability of helix C is mainly contributed by its near-neighbor contacts, with fewer contacts in the helical core. This conjecture is supported by a CD study of the peptide fragments containing helix C by Buck et al., which indicated greater helicity in the peptide fragment containing helix C. A detailed study of lysozyme in 50% TFE by Buck et al. shows that there is a large increase in far-UV CD, with enhanced near-UV CD signal in 50% DMSO suggesting the presence of a slowly exchanging hydrophobic core composed of helix C. The TFE denatured state of lysozyme has a marked similarity with the molten globule state of the structurally homologous proteins α-lactalbumins and equine lysozyme. The molten globule form of both the proteins largely retain the helical structure with the preferential unfolding of the helix C. The molten globule state of equine lysozyme has a marked similarity with the intermediate state of lysozyme in 50% DMSO. The molten globule state of the equine protein also possesses an enhanced near-UV CD band and an analogous slowly exchanging hydrophobic core composed of three helices. It has been pointed out the slow-exchange hydrophobic core could probably be the "protein folding core," which presumably forms first in the folding process via "hydrophobic zipping," creating sites for the secondary structure formation. Structural analysis of the intermediate states of lysozymes and α-lactalbumins obtained under diverse denaturing conditions suggests that formation of such "core structure" encompassing the helical domain is likely to be a common feature of their folding mechanism. Identification of such independent structural cores in stable intermediate states will have great importance for designing smaller proteins with nativelike structural properties. Recently, large peptides corresponding to the helical domain of human α-lactalbumin have been shown to retain nativelike three-dimensional folds in an overall molten globule conformation. In conclusion, our results permit characterization of an ordered equilibrium intermediate state of hen lysozyme.
in 50% DMSO, emphasizing the potential use of nonaqueous solvents in stabilizing partly folded state of protein.
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